
 

Part 4-“The Royal Contradiction” 
Discussion Questions 

2 Kings 23:28-30 & 2 Chronicles 35:20-27 

Introduction to the Topic 

1. If we ask the Bible, “Why did God allow Josiah to die in battle?” we 
receive two contradictory answers: 

 2 Kings tells us that he died because of the sins of his grandfather. 

 2 Chronicles tells us that he died because he interfered with    
 Pharaoh Neco’s mission from God. 

These accounts are very different in the way they record history. Which 
brings us to you: Why do you believe that God allowed Josiah, a good and 
righteous king, to die in battle to the Egyptians? 

The Central Metaphor 

2. The central metaphor of this film is a group of four artists drawing the 
same models from different vantage points in a warehouse. Craig makes 
the case that the vantage point in the warehouse influences the art that the 
artists produce. In the same way, an author’s place in the timeline of 
history influences the words they write about God. Did you find this 
metaphor to be helpful? Or did you find it to be confusing? Why is that? 

3. The author of Kings wrote Josiah’s story about 80 years after his death. 
The author of Chronicles wrote Josiah’s story about 280 years after his 
death. The author of Kings believes that God has a hard time letting go of 
the sins of previous generations. By the time Chronicles begins to be 
composed, people no longer believed that God acted that way. This is why 
the story of Josiah changes in Chronicles. What does this theological and 
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historical change tell you about the Bible, and, more importantly, about 
God?  

4. In this film Craig offers his definition of the Bible. “The Bible is an 
accurate account of how a people group perceived and understood God 
throughout multiple generations.” What is your definition of the Bible?  

5. The film concluded with the idea, “Consistent theological change is the 
tradition of the Bible.” How does this idea sit with you today? Have you ever 
felt like you have betrayed the faith, the tradition, or your family by letting 
go of beliefs and believing different things than what you were raised with? 

6. When was the last time you heard a new idea about God, and allowed it 
to change your perception of who God was in your mind? 

Application 

7. How might it change if you started to see those new beliefs as integral to 
the Christian faith, rather than opposed to the Christian faith?
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